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In this paper we consider factorizing codes C over A, i.e., codes verifying the factorization conjecture
by Schu¨tzenberger. Let n be the positive integer such that an 2C , we show how we can construct C
starting with factorizing codes C 0 with an0 2C 0 and n0< n, under the hypothesis that all words ai za j
in C , with z 2 (Ana)A⁄(Ana) [ (Ana), satisfy i; j < n. The operation involved, already introduced by
Anselmo, is also used to show that all maximal codes C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1 with P; S 2ZhAi and P
or S in Zhai can be constructed by means of this operation starting with prefix and suffix codes. Old
conjectures by Schu¨tzenberger have been revised. C° 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Well-known algorithms exist for constructing each finite biprefix maximal code starting from a
simpler one and completely describing the structure of these codes (see the works of Ce´sari, Perrin, and
Schu¨tzenberger in [BeP85]). It would be interesting if analogous results could also be stated for finite
maximal codes. The results presented in this paper should strengthen the hypothesis of the existence of
such a procedure at least for factorizing codes.
Here we follow the algebraic approach initiated by Schu¨tzenberger in [Sc55], and codes are defined as
the bases of the free submonoids of A⁄. A famous conjecture, proposed by Schu¨tzenberger and known
as the factorization conjecture, states that given a finite maximal code C , there would be finite subsets
P , S of A⁄ such that C ¡ 1 D P(A¡ 1)S, with X denoting the characteristic polynomial of X [BeP85,
BeR88, BrLat]. A finite maximal code is a maximal object in the class of finite codes for the order of set
inclusion. Any code C which satisfies the above equality is finite, maximal, and is called a factorizing
code. For example, finite biprefix maximal codes are factorizing.
It is worthy of note that, for a given language S, the existence of finite C; P such that C¡1 D P(A¡1)S
has been proved to be decidable very recently in [A00]. Indeed, the problem above is a particular case of a
more general nonambiguous language factorization problem solved in [A00, AR] along with an overview
of several famous language factorization problems. Nevertheless, the description of the structure of the
factorizing codes (by means of a procedure) is still lacking. What is meant by “procedure” in this paper
is a systematic method which allows us to construct all factorizing codes and make such a description.
For the sake of simplicity, in the next part of this paper we will identify X with its characteristic
polynomial X and we will consider a two-letter alphabet A D fa; bg. It is clear that for a recursive
construction of the factorizing codes we simply have to show the existence of an algorithm Pa which
allows us to construct each factorizing code C with an 2C starting with factorizing codes C 0with an0 2C 0
and n0< n. Indeed, if Pa exists, the construction of all factorizing codes is reduced to the construction
of all factorizing codes C with a 2C . On the other hand, all such codes could be constructed thanks to
the same procedure Pb when we substitute a with b, the unique factorizing code C with a; b2C being
C D A.
In this paper, we give two results in this direction. The first result shows that Pa exists for each
factorizing code C such that for each ai za j 2C , with z 2 bA⁄b [ fbg, we have i; j < n, n being
the positive integer such that an 2C . Indeed, we prove that we can construct each of such codes
C starting with factorizing codes C 0 with an0 2C 0 and n0< n (a stronger result is proved in fact in
Proposition 3.1).
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The operation involved in the above situation was introduced in [A00]: given factorizing codes
C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1, C 0 D P 0(A ¡ 1)S C 1 and w 2C , C 00 D (P C wP 0)(A ¡ 1)S C 1 is again a
factorizing code which is called a substitution of C and C 0 by means ofw in [A00]. It is natural to compare
this operation with another operation-the composition of codes [BeP85]. The relationship between them
has not been thoroughly investigated and Proposition 2.1 is only one step in this direction. By analogy
with the operation of composition, the result of a finite number of applications of the substitution, or of
a dual version of it (working on C D P(A¡ 1)SC 1, C 0 D P(A¡ 1)S0 C 1 and w 2C) can once again
be called “substitution.” Which factorizing codes can be obtained by substitution of prefix and suffix
codes is a natural question which arises. We do not yet know of any examples which give a negative
answer to the following problem which is obviously related to the existence of Pa .
PROBLEM 1.1. Can each factorizing code be obtained by substitution of prefix and suffix codes?
If both the factorization conjecture and Problem 1.1 could be solved positively, it would then be
possible to paraphrase Schu¨tzenberger’s earlier conjecture (see e.g., [BeP85]): “Any finite (maximal)
code can be obtained by composition of prefix and suffix codes” as follows: “Any finite maximal code
can be obtained by substitution of prefix and suffix codes.”
Using a property of the factorizations of the cyclic group Zn , stated in Lemma 2.1, we can show our
second result in Section 4. Namely, we prove in Proposition 4.2 that Problem 1.1 has a positive answer
for the class of maximal codes C such that C D P(A¡ 1)S C 1 with P; S 2ZhAi and P or S in Zhai.
Looking at the results proved in this paper, we see that in order to state the existence of Pa (and
to give an answer to Problem 1.1), what is missing is a transformation which allows us to go from a
factorizing code C with an 2C to a (factorizing) code, say C (mod n), which is roughly obtained from
C by reducing the exponents of the a’s in C modulo n. This transformation should change P; S, with
C D P(A¡1)SC1, into P 0; S0, with C (mod n) D P 0(A¡1)S0 C1. This is the real crux of the matter. We
know that this objective cannot be reached by using the decomposition operation only, but substitution
on its own would not be enough either.
We now outline the organization of this paper. In Section 2 we recall already known results or prove
minor lemmas, while in Sections 3 and 4 we prove the main theorems. Precisely, in Section 3 we
investigate codes C having all their words with a number of a’s on the left and a number of a’s on the
right bounded by n ¡ 1, where an 2C . We prove our result on factorizing codes C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1
with P or S in Zhai in Section 4. At the end of each of Sections 3 and 4 we observe how we can easily
extend the corresponding results to the more general case of the alphabets A of size greater than two.
An extended abstract of the results contained in this paper, along with a more detailed discussion on this
framework and other minor results, was presented at “Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science
2000” [Df00].
2. BASICS
In this section we have gathered all the basic notions on codes and factorizations which we will need
later on.
2.1. Codes and Polynomials
Let A⁄ be the free monoid generated by a finite alphabet A and AC D A⁄n1, where 1 is the empty
word. For X µ A⁄, we denote X» D fx» j x 2 Xg, where x» is the reverse of x , i.e., the word x when
it is read from right to left. For a word w 2 A⁄ and a letter a 2 A, we also denote by jwj the length of w
and by jwja the number of the occurrences of a’s in w. When jwja D r , we will say that w has r a’s.
Furthermore, for B µ A, we set jwjB D
P
b2 B jwjb. The same notation jX j, when referred to a set X ,
means the cardinality of X .
A code C is a subset of A⁄ such that, for all c1; : : : ; ch; c01; : : : ; c0k 2C , we have
c1 ¢ ¢ ¢ ch D c01 ¢ ¢ ¢ c0k ) h D k; 8i 2 f1; : : : ; hg ci D c0i :
A set C µ AC such that C \ C AC D ; is a prefix code. C is a suffix code if C» is a prefix code
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and C is a biprefix code when C is both a suffix and a prefix code. A code C is a maximal code over
A if for each code C 0 over A such that C µ C 0 we have C D C 0. A code C is synchronous if C
has degree 1, otherwise C is called asynchronous (see [BeP85] for the definition of the degree of a
code).
Denote ZhAi (respectively, NhAi) the semiring of the polynomials with noncommutative variables in
A and integer (respectively, nonnegative integer) coefficients. A finite subset X of A⁄ will be identified
with its characteristic polynomial: X D Px 2 X x . Henceforth, we will use a capital letter to refer to
a set and to its characteristic polynomial. For a polynomial P and a word w 2 A⁄, (P; w) denotes the
coefficient of w in P and we set supp(P) D fw 2 A⁄ j (P; w) 6D 0g. When we write P ‚ 0, we mean
P 2 NhAi.
One of the most difficult problems which is still open in the theory of codes was proposed by
Schu¨tzenberger and is known as the factorization conjecture:
CONJECTURE 2.1 [BeP85, BeR88, BrLat]. Given a finite maximal code C; there are finite subsets P;
S of A⁄ such that
C ¡ 1 D P(A ¡ 1)S: (1)
Each code C verifying the previous conjecture is finite, maximal, and is called a factorizing code.
P; S is known as a factorizing pair for C . The conjecture is still open and weaker forms of it have been
given [PS77, PS81]. The first examples of families of factorizing codes can be found in [Bo79] and the
result which is closest to a solution of the conjecture, partially reported in Theorem 2.1, was obtained
by Reutenauer [BeR88, Reu83, Reu85]: he proved that if we allow that P; S 2ZhAi, then (1) holds for
each finite maximal code C .
THEOREM 2.1 [Reu85]. Let C be such that C 2NhAi; (C; 1) D 0 and let P, S be such that P, S
2 ZhAi;C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1. Then, C is a finite maximal code. Furthermore, if P, S 2 NhAi, then P,
S have coefficients 0; 1. Conversely, let C be a finite maximal code. Then, there exist P, S 2 ZhAi such
that C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1.
2.2. Operations on Codes
As we have already said, a central problem in the theory is the description of the structure of the (finite
maximal) codes. This aim can be reached using operations which allow us to construct codes starting
with “simpler” codes, thus reducing the above-mentioned problem to the description of the structure of
the “simplest” elements in the family.
One of these operations is the composition of codes. A code C µ A⁄ decomposes over a code D
if C µ D⁄. Suppose that the latter relation is satisfied with D of minimal cardinality, and let B be
an alphabet with the same cardinality jBj as D. Thus, a code C 0 µ B⁄ exists such that ’(C 0) D C ,
’ : B⁄ ! D⁄ being an isomorphism. We also say that C is obtained by composition of C 0 and D.
The class of factorizing codes was shown to be closed under composition and specific relations exist
between factorizing pairs for C 0 and D and a factorizing pair for C [Bo79]. In particular, if C 0; D are
factorizing codes, then C ¡ 1 D P(D ¡ 1)S, with P; S 2 NhAi [Bo79]. Conversely, if the last relation
is verified with P; S 2 NhAi, then C decomposes over D (and P; S have coefficients 0; 1) [Df84].
The same class of factorizing codes is also closed under another operation which was also considered
in [A00] for the first time. Let us briefly recall it.
Given factorizing codes C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1, C 0 D P 0(A ¡ 1)S C 1 and w 2C , it is clear that
C 00 D P(A ¡ 1)S C wP 0(A ¡ 1)S C 1 D C C wC 0 ¡ w 2 NhAi and (C 00; 1) D (C; 1) D 0. In
virtue of Theorem 2.1, these relations show that P C wP 0, S are polynomials with coefficients 0; 1
and C 00 D (P C wP 0)(A ¡ 1)S C 1 is again a factorizing code which is called a substitution of C
and C 0 by means of w. In addition, since C C wC 0 ¡ w is a polynomial with coefficients 0; 1 then
(Cnw)\wC 0 D ; and C 00 is the characteristic polynomial of Cnw [wC 0. Furthermore, the result C 00»
of the obvious dual operation on C»;C 0» and w» will once again be called substitution (the class of
factorizing codes is closed under the operation »). Notice that if P D P 0, then the substitution C 00 of
C D C 0 also decomposes over C D C 0. More precise details are contained in the proposition below
which is a first step in the investigation of the relationship between composition and substitution. Indeed,
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we do not know whether Proposition 2.1 would still hold without the hypothesis on the cardinality of P
and S. In other words, if any code C which decomposes over D can be obtained by substitution of D.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let C; D be factorizing codes, P; S; X; Y 2 NhAi such that C¡1 D P(D¡1)S D
P X (A ¡ 1)Y S. If P D 1 or S D 1 or jPj C jSj D 4, then C can be obtained by substitution of D.
Proof. Let P D w0 Cw1 C ¢ ¢ ¢ Cwp, S D 1 and w0 D 1, jw1j • jw2j • ¢ ¢ ¢ • jwpj. Let i be such
that 1 • i • p, we show that Gi D 1 C (1 C w1 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C wi )X (A ¡ 1)Y is a factorizing code which
can be obtained by substitution of the factorizing codes Gi¡1 and D. Since G0 D D and G p D C , the
conclusion will follow if S D 1.
Observe that we have
((wi C ¢ ¢ ¢ C wp)X (A ¡ 1)Y; wi ) D (wi X (A ¡ 1)Y; wi ) D (¡XY; 1) D ¡1
So, since C ‚ 0, we get
((1C w1 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C wi¡1)X (A ¡ 1)Y C 1; wi ) D (Gi¡1; wi ) > 0;
i.e., wi 2Gi¡1. Consequently,
Gi ¡ 1 D (1C w1 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C wi¡1)X (A ¡ 1)Y C wi X (A ¡ 1)Y D Gi¡1 ¡ 1C wi X (A ¡ 1)Y
and Gi can be obtained by substitution of Gi¡1 and D. As a result, C can be obtained by substitution
of D. A symmetrical argument shows the statement if P D 1.
Suppose now P D 1 C w1, S D 1 C z1, jw1j • jz1j. Since ((1 C w1)X (A ¡ 1)Y z1 C w1 X (A ¡
1)Y; w1) D (¡XY z1 ¡ w1 XY; w1) • ¡1 and C ‚ 0, we have (X (A ¡ 1)Y C 1; w1) > 0, i.e.,
w1 2 D and G1 D 1 C (1 C w1)X (A ¡ 1)Y can be obtained by substitution of D. Furthermore, since
((1C w1)X (A ¡ 1)Y z1; z1)< 0 and C ‚ 0, we get z1 2G1 and we have
C ¡ 1 D (1C w1)X (A ¡ 1)Y (1C z1) D (1C w1)X (A ¡ 1)Y C (1C w1)X (A ¡ 1)Y z1:
Thus, C can be obtained by substitution of G1 and as a result, C can be obtained by substitution
of D.
As in the composition of codes, substitution could also be defined starting with two finite maximal
codes C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1, C 0 D P 0(A ¡ 1)S C 1 and w 2C , where P; P 0; S are now polynomials
in ZhAi. Once again, we have C 00 D P(A ¡ 1)S C wP 0(A ¡ 1)S C 1 D C C wC 0 ¡ w 2 NhAi and
(C 00; 1) D (C; 1) D 0. Thus, in virtue again of Theorem 2.1, C 00 is the characteristic polynomial of
the finite maximal code Cnw [ wC 0. A restricted case of this operation was already considered in
Lemma 3.4 in [Lam97].
2.3. Factorizations of Cyclic Groups
Many results exist which show a relationship between the structure of the factorizing codes and a
special class of factorizations of the cyclic groups. In this section we only recall the necessary definitions
and prove those properties we need in the next two sections; we refer the reader to [BrLat, Df99a, Df99b,
Ha50, Lam97] for more detailed discussions and results.
For a pair (T; R) of subsets of N, the notation T ' R D Zn means that (T; R) is a factorization of the
finite cyclic group Zn of order n, i.e., for any z 2 f0; : : : ; n ¡ 1g there exists a unique pair (t; r ), with
t 2 T and r 2 R, such that t C r D z (mod n). We often translate the definitions in a polynomial form.
Therefore, for a polynomial in Nhai, the notation aH DPn 2 N(H; n)an will be used with H 2 Nh1i, i.e.,
H being a finite multiset of nonnegative integers. Thus, computation rules are defined in a natural way:
aMCL D aM aL , aM[L D aM C aL , a; D 0, a0 D 1. We also denote max M the maximal element in M .
The easiest examples of factorizations of Zn are pairs (I; J ) of subsets of N such that aI a J D
(an ¡ 1)=(a¡ 1). Here, these pairs are called Krasner factorizations since their structure was
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characterized by Krasner and Ranulac in [KrR]: starting with a chain of divisors of n
k0 D 1 j k1 j k2 j ¢ ¢ ¢ j kgC1 D n
polynomials aI ; a J are defined as
aI D
Y
j even ;1• j•gC1
(ak j ¡ 1)
(ak j¡1 ¡ 1) ; a
J D
Y
j odd ;1• j•gC1
(ak j ¡ 1)
(ak j¡1 ¡ 1) :
Remark 2.1. Given a Krasner factorization (I; J ) of Zn with (I; J ) 6D (0; 0), it is clear that either I
or J is periodic, i.e., there exists kg with kg < n, such that either I D I1 C f0; 1; : : : ; ( nkg ¡ 1)gkg with(I1; J ) being a Krasner factorization of Zkg or J D J1 C f0; 1; : : : ; ( nkg ¡ 1)gkg with (I; J1) being a
Krasner factorization of Zkg . This recursive construction of the Krasner factorizations will be used in the
proof of Corollary 3.1 (It was first given in [Lam97] for a larger class of factorizations of cyclic groups).
A class larger than the Krasner class can be obtained by considering factorizations (T; R) of Zn such
that there exists a Krasner pair (I; J ) with (T; J ), (I; R) factorizations of Zn . These pairs (T; R) are
called here Hajo´s factorizations of Zn . It has been proved that (T; R) is such a factorization if and only
if there exist M; L µ N and a Krasner factorization (I; J ) of Zn such that aT D aI (1 C aM (a ¡ 1)),
a R D a J (1 C aL (a ¡ 1)) [Df89]. In [Df99b], the author proved that those pairs (T; R), with T; R µ
f0; : : : ; n¡1g, are the factorizations of Zn produced by a method given by Hajo´s in [Ha50]. Furthermore,
given T µ N, let us denote aT 0 D (aT )(mod n)Dfat 0 j 0 • t 0 • n¡ 1 and 9t 2 T t D t 0 (mod n)g. Given
that T'J DZn obviously implies T 0'J D Zn , if aT D aI (1C aM (a¡1)) then aT 0 D aI (1C aM 0 (a¡1))
immediately follows. This observation is completed by the following lemma used in Proposition 4.2.
LEMMA 2.1. Let (I; J ) be a Krasner factorization of Zn. Let T; T 0;M be subsets of N such that
aT D aI (1CaM (a¡1)) and aT 0 D (aT ) (mod n). Then, M 0 µ N exists such that aT 0 D aI (1C aM 0(a¡ 1))
and I Cmax M 0 C 1µf0; : : : ; n¡ 1g. Furthermore; if we set T 0 D ft1; : : : ; tqg, T Dft1C ‚1n; : : : ;
tq C ‚qng, for ‚1; : : : ‚q ‚ 0, and if we set aH D at1Cf0;n;:::;(‚1¡1)ng C ¢ ¢ ¢CatqCf0;n;:::;(‚q¡1)ng then we have
a disjoint union M DM 0 [ M 00 with M 00 µ N, aM 00 D a J aH and aT D aT 0 C aI (a ¡ 1)aM 00 .
Proof. We already know that M 0 µ N exists such that aT 0 D aI (1 C aM 0 (a ¡ 1)). We also have
I C max M 0 C 1 µ f0; : : : ; n ¡ 1g since max I C max M 0 C 12 T 0.
Consider the difference aT ¡ aT 0 D aI (a ¡ 1)(aM ¡ aM 0 ). Therefore, the following relation holds,
where (an)⁄ DPm‚0 anm .
aM ¡ aM 0 D ¡a J (an)⁄aI (a ¡ 1)(aM ¡ aM 0 )
D ¡a J (an)⁄(aT ¡ aT 0 )
D ¡a J (an)⁄(at1C‚1n ¡ at1 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C atqC‚q n ¡ atq )
D ¡a J (an)⁄aH (an ¡ 1)
D a J aH 2 Nhai
Hence, M 0 µ M and aM 00 D a J aH for M 00 D MnM 0. Certainly, aT D aT 0 C aI (a ¡ 1)aM 00 .
Remark 2.2. It is worthy of note that M 0 defined in Lemma 2.1 is generally different from the
largest subset M1 of M such that aT1 D aI (1C aM1 (a ¡ 1)) ‚ 0 and T1 µ f0; : : : ; n ¡ 1g. Indeed, with
I D f0; 2g, J D f0; 1g, n D 4, T D f4; 6g, and M D f0; 1; 2; 3g, we have M 0 D ; and M1 D f0g.
3. MAIN RESULT
In this section, we only consider factorizing codes C having all their words with a number of a’s on
the left and a number of a’s on the right bounded by n ¡ 1, where an 2C . Given a factorizing code C
which satisfies this particular hypothesis, Proposition 3.1 shows how we can obtain all pairs P; S of
finite subsets of A⁄ such that C D P(A¡ 1)SC 1, starting from pairs P 0; S0 defining factorizing codes
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with a smaller power of a inside them. In order to prove this result, we first make some preliminary
observations.
Let C be a factorizing code with an 2C . Given a factorizing pair (P; S) for C D P(A¡ 1)SC 1, it is
clear that P \ a⁄ D aI , S \ a⁄ D a J with aI a J D (an¡1)=(a¡1). Thus, (I; J ) is a Krasner factorization
of Zn which we call the Krasner factorization associated with P; S. The proof of Corollary 3.1 is based
on the fact that I or J is a periodic set (Remark 2.1). We will also use the following notation. For
P 2ZhAi and g 2 N, we denote Pg polynomials such that for allw 2 supp(Pg) we have jwjAna D g and
P D P0 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C Ph .
The next lemma is crucial for the proof of the main result in this section and characterizes factorizing
pairs associated with codes which are considered in this section.
LEMMA 3.1. Let C be a factorizing code with an 2C , n > 1. Let P; S be a factorizing pair for C
and set
P D aI C
X
y2Y
X
i2Iy
ai yaLi;y ;
S D a J C
X
w2W
X
j2Jw
aMw; jwa j ;
with Y;W µ bA⁄b [ fbg, Iy , Jw,Li;y , Mw; j µ N. Suppose that for the Krasner factorization (I; J ) of
Zn associated with (P; S) there exists a divisor k of n such that k< n and I D I1Cf0; 1; : : : ; ( nk ¡1)gk
with (I1; J ) being a Krasner factorization of Zk . Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. For all ai bz 2C we have i < n.
2. For all y 2 Y; w 2W; j 2 Jw;we have Iy µf0; : : : ; n¡ 1g and Mw; j C 1C I µf0; : : : ; n¡ 1g.
Furthermore, we have max Mw; j C 1C I < n if and only if max Mw; j C 1C I1< k.
Proof. It is evident that the equality C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1 can be broken up into several different
equalities, each characterizing the set Cr of all words in C with the same number r 2 N of occurrences
of b0s. C0 D aI (a ¡ 1)a J C 1 D an and we will report below the equation for Cr , for r ‚ 1, where we
will denote Yr (respectively, Wr ) the set of the words in Y (respectively, W ) with r b0s. In order to make
the proof more legible, we will also report the same equation for r D 1.
C1 D aI ba J C
X
i2Ib
ai baLi;b (a ¡ 1)a J C
X
j2Jb
aMb; j (a ¡ 1)aI ba j ‚ 0 (2)
Cr D
X
y2Yr
X
i2Iy
ai yaLi;y (a ¡ 1)a J C
X
w2Wr
X
j2Jw
aI (a ¡ 1)aMw; jwa j
C
X
vCtDr;v 6D0;t 6D0
Pv(a ¡ 1)St C
X
vCtDr¡1
PvbSt ‚ 0: (3)
Since it is obvious that condition 2. implies condition 1. let us prove that 1. implies 2. by induction
over r . Suppose that 1. holds and let h; g be integers with g > n. As a result, since (C; agbah) D 0 and
(aI ba J ; agbah) D 0, we have
ˆX
j2Jb
aMb; j (a ¡ 1)aI ba j ; agbah
!
> 0)
ˆX
i2Ib
ai baLi;b (a ¡ 1)a J ; agbah
!
< 0) g 2 Ib
) 9h0 > h; h0 D max Lg;b C 1C max J :
ˆX
i2Ib
ai baLi;b (a ¡ 1)a J ; agbah0
!
> 0 (4)
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and, by a symmetric argument,ˆX
i2Ib
ai baLi;b (a ¡ 1)a J ; agbah
!
> 0) 9g0 > g
ˆX
j2Jb
aMb; j (a ¡ 1)aI ba j ; ag0bah
!
> 0: (5)
By using the relations above, we get 2. for r D 1. Indeed, if there exists g with g > n, g 2 Ib or
g D max Mb; j Cmax I C 1 for j 2 Jb, then h also exists such that (
P
i 2 Ib a
i baLi;b (a¡1)a J ; agbah) > 0
or (P j 2 Jb aMb; j (a ¡ 1)aI ba j ; agbah) > 0. Then, as a result of relations (4) and (5) the nonempty set
of the above g0s would not have a maximum. This would be a contradiction since Ib, Jb and Mb; j , with
j 2 Jb, are finite sets. Now, let z 2 bA⁄b [ fbg and suppose that 2. holds for all integers less than r . In
virtue of the induction hypothesisˆ X
vCtDr;v 6D0;t 6D0
Pv(a ¡ 1)St C
X
vCtDr¡1
PvbSt ; agzah
!
D 0
so, given that (C; agzah) D 0, we haveˆ X
w2Wr
X
j2Jw
aI (a ¡ 1)aMw; jwa j ; agzah
!
> 0)
ˆX
y2Yr
X
i2Iy
ai yaLi;y (a ¡ 1)a J ; agzah
!
< 0
)9y2Yr : g2 Iy )9h0 > h; h0 D max Lg;y C 1Cmax J :
ˆX
y2Yr
X
i2Iy
ai yaLi;y (a¡ 1)a J ; agzah0
!
> 0
(6)
and, once again by a symmetric argument,ˆX
y2Yr
X
i2Iy
ai yaLi;y (a ¡ 1)a J ; agzah
!
> 0) 9g0 > g
ˆ X
w2Wr
X
j2Jw
aI (a¡ 1)aMw; jwa j ; ag0 zah
!
> 0:
(7)
By using the relations above, we immediately get 2. for r . Indeed, if there exists g with g > n,
g 2 Iy for y 2 Yr or g D max Mw; j C max I C 1 for j 2 Jw, w 2Wr , then h also exists such that
(Py2Yr Pi2Iy ai yaLi;y (a¡1)a J ; agzah) > 0 or (Pw2Wr P j2Jw aI (a¡1)aMw; jwa j ; agzah) > 0. Then,
as a result of relations (6) and (7), the nonempty set of the g0s above would not have a maximum. This
would be a contradiction once again since Yr , Iy , Wr , Jw and Mw; j are finite sets.
The second part of the statement is obvious in virtue of the hypothesis on I .
Remark 3.1. Let n; k be positive integers with kjn, n=k ‚ 2, let C (h) D P (h)(A ¡ 1)S C 1 ‚
0 be a factorizing code with P (h); S 2 NhAi and ak 2C (h), for h 2 f0; : : : ; (n=k) ¡ 1g. Thus, C DP(n=k)¡1
hD0 a
hk(C (h) ¡ 1) C 1 is obtained by substitution of codes C (h) and so C is a factorizing code.
Indeed, we have C D P(n=k)¡1hD0 ahk(C (h) ¡ 1) C 1 D (C (0) ¡ 1) C ak(P(n=k)¡1hD1 a(h¡1)k(C (h) ¡ 1)) C 1.
So, if n=k D 2 we see that C is obtained by substitution of C (0) and C (1) and the conclusion follows by
induction over n=k.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let C D P(A ¡ 1)SC 1 be a factorizing code with an 2C , n > 1 and let (I; J )
be the Krasner factorization associated with P; S. Suppose that we have i < n for all ai bz 2C and
I D I1 C f0; 1; : : : ; ( nk ¡ 1)gk, (I1; J ) being a Krasner factorization of Zk and k being a divisor of n,
k< n. Then, we have P DP(n=k)¡1hD0 ahk P (h) with ak 2C (h) D P (h)(A ¡ 1)S C 1 ‚ 0. Furthermore, C
can be obtained by substitution of codes C (h).
Proof. Using Lemma 3.1 and the notations used in that lemma, for each y 2 Y , for each i 2 Iy , we
can write i D hkC t with t < k and h 2 f0; : : : ; n=k¡1g. Thus, let us denote P (h) D fat g j ai g 2 P; i D
hk C t; g 2 f1g [ bA⁄g and Ih;y D ft j i D hk C t 2 Iy; y 2 Y g.
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With these notations, we obviously have P D P(n=k)¡1hD0 ahk P (h), Cr D P(n=k)¡1hD0 ahkC (h)r and C DP(n=k)¡1
hD0 a
hk(C (h)¡1)C 1, where C (h) D P (h)(A¡1)SC 1, C (h)0 D P (h)0 (a¡1)S0C 1 D aI1 (a¡1)a J C
1 D ak 2C (h) and r > 0. In virtue of Remark 3.1, in order to get the conclusion it is sufficient to show
that C (h) ‚ 0. So, by using the same notations as in Eqs. (2) and (3), adapted to the new situation, we
must prove that we have
C (h)1 D aI1 ba J C
X
i2Ih;b
ai baLiChk;b (a ¡ 1)a J C
X
j2Jb
aMb; j (a ¡ 1)aI1 ba j ‚ 0 (8)
C (h)r D
X
y2Yr
X
i2Ih;y
ai yaLiChk;y (a ¡ 1)a J C
X
w2Wr
X
j2Jw
aI1 (a ¡ 1)aMw; jwa j
C
X
vCtDr;v 6D0;t 6D0
P (h)v (a ¡ 1)St C
X
vCtDr¡1
P (h)v bSt ‚ 0: (9)
By contradiction, suppose that there exists h 2 f0; : : : ; ( nk ¡1)g such that Eq. (8) does not hold. Thus,
z exists, with z D amCi ba j , j 2 Jb, i 2 I1, m 2Mb; j or z D ai baliC j , i 2 Ih;b, j 2 J , li 2 LiChk;b such
that (C (h)1 ; z)< 0. Neither the first case nor the second case can hold. Indeed, since (C1; ahk z) ‚ 0, we
must have
¡
C1 ¡ ahkC (h)1 ; ahk z
¢ D ˆaIn(I1Chk)ba J C X
i 2 Ibn(Ih;bChk)
ai baLi;b (a ¡ 1)a J
C
X
j2Jb
aMb; j (a ¡ 1)aIn(I1Chk)ba j ; ahk z
!
> 0:
On the other hand, the inequality above yields a contradiction since we have Ih;b; I1 µ f0; 1; : : : ; k¡1g,
max I1Cmax Mb; j C 1< k, for each j 2 Jb (Lemma 3.1) and ahk z 2 auba⁄ with hk • u< (h C 1)k.
By contradiction, suppose that r > 1 and h 2 f0; : : : ; ( nk ¡ 1)g exist such that Eq. (9) does not hold.
Thus, z exists such that one of the following three cases holds
1. z D amCiwa j with w 2Wr , j 2 Jw, i 2 I1, m 2Mw; j
2. z D ai yaliC j with y 2 Yr , i 2 Ih;y , j 2 J , li 2 LiChk;y
3. z D ai bz0 2 supp(P (h)v St ), v C t D r; v 6D 0; t 6D 0
and (C (h)r ; z)< 0. On the other hand, since (Cr ; ahk z) ‚ 0, we must have
¡
Cr ¡ ahkC (h)r ; ahk z
¢ Dˆ X
vCtDr;v 6D0;t 6D0
¡
Pv ¡ ahk P (h)v
¢(a ¡ 1)St C X
vCtDr¡1
¡
Pv ¡ ahk P (h)v
¢
bSt
C
X
y2Yr
X
i2Iyn(Ih;yChk)
ai yaLiChk;y (a ¡ 1)a J
C
X
w2Wr
X
j2Jw
aMw; j (a ¡ 1)aIn(I1Chk)wa j ; ahk z
!
> 0:
The inequality above yields a contradiction since we have P0 D aI , Ih;y; I1 µ f0; 1; : : : ; k ¡ 1g,
max I1Cmax Mw; j C 1< k, for any j 2 Jw (Lemma 3.1) and ahk z 2 aubA⁄ with hk • u< (hC 1)k.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let C be a factorizing code with an 2C, n > 1. Suppose that for each ai za j 2C ,
with z 2 bA⁄b [ fbg, we have i; j < n. Then; C can be obtained by substitution of codes C (h) with
ak 2C (h) and k< n.
Proof. By using Proposition 3.1 and Remark 2.1, the conclusion immediately follows.
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EXAMPLE 3.1. The class of codes described in Corollary 3.1 also contains each code C with the form
C D aI ba J C an , (I; J ) being a Krasner factorization of Zn . Furthermore, the corresponding codes
C (h) still have the same form. So, each code C in this class can be obtained by substitution of prefix and
suffix codes. This family of codes was introduced in [Res] and it is already known that each code inside
this class is either a prefix/suffix code or decomposes over prefix/suffix codes [BrDf]. This example
will be generalized in Proposition 4.2.
Observe that the proof of Proposition 3.1 also gives a procedure for constructing the simpler codes
C (h) given C . We will now illustrate this through an example.
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the factorizing code C D (1C ba C a A C a A2a)(A ¡ 1)(1C A C b2)C 1
(Ce´sari, in [BeP85, BrLat]). The Krasner pair (I; J ) associated with C is I D f0; 2; 4g, J D f0; 1g,
n D 6 and I has period k D 2. Furthermore, C satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1 and, according
to this proposition, we have C DP2hD0 a2h(C (h) ¡ 1)C 1 with
C (0) ¡ 1 D (1C ab C ba C aba2 C ab2a)(A ¡ 1)(1C A C b2)
C (1) ¡ 1 D (1C ba)(A ¡ 1)(1C A C b2)
C (2) ¡ 1 D (A ¡ 1)(1C A C b2):
In addition, observe that C can be obtained by substitution starting with suffix codes (see Problem 1.1).
Indeed, C is obtained by substitution using C (0);C (1) and C (2). Now, C (2) D fba; ab2; b3; a2; abg is a
suffix code and C (1) decomposes over C (2). As a result C (1) can be obtained by substitution of C (2), in
accordance with Proposition 2.1. Finally, since a2; ab2C (1), then C 0 D (1C baC a2)(A¡ 1)(1C AC
b2) C 1 D (1 C ba)(A ¡ 1)(1 C A C b2) C a2(A ¡ 1)(1 C A C b2) C 1 is obtained by substitution of
C (1) and C (2) by means of a2 2C (1), and C (0) D (1C baC ab(1C a2C ba))(A¡ 1)(1C AC b2)C 1 D
(1C ba)(A¡ 1)(1C AC b2)C ab(1C a2 C ba)(A¡ 1)(1C AC b2)C 1 is obtained by substitution of
C (1) and C 0 by means of ab2C (1).
Remark 3.2. Observe that we can easily extend the results obtained in this section to the case of
a factorizing code C over A D fa; b1; : : : ; bmg, m ‚ 2, with an 2C , n 6D 1. The notations should be
adapted to this new situation. For instance we must change b with bl in Eq. (2) and consider the sum of
these equations over l. Analogously, for Y;W µ (Ana)A⁄(Ana), we must define Yr (respectively, Wr )
to be the set of the words in Y (respectively, W ) with r occurrences of the letters in Ana. It is obvious
that the proof of Lemma 3.1 still works. The extension of this lemma allows us to extend Proposition 3.1
and Corollary 3.1 to this more general case with the same proof, under the hypothesis that i; j < n for
all ai za j 2C with z 2 (Ana)A⁄(Ana) [ (Ana).
4. A FAMILY OF CODES OBTAINED BY SUBSTITUTION
WITH PREFIX AND SUFFIX CODES
In Section 1 we announced that Problem 1.1 has a positive answer for a family of factorizing codes
introduced in [Df93]. We now recall the definition of this family of codes in order to give a precise
formulation of the result with a proof.
We recall that an m-code C is a finite maximal code with at most m occurrences of b’s in each word
of C . We know that 1-, 2-, and 3-codes are factorizing (see [Res, DfR, Df93]). The same result holds for
p-codes C with bp 2C and p D 4 or p a prime number [ZhG]. We also know that a finite maximal code
C is factorizing when C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1, with P; S 2ZhAi and P 2Zhai or S 2Zhai (see [Df93]).
The structure of the latter codes, as described in [Df89], is recalled below. Notice that 2-codes and
some 3-codes belong to this family and that indecomposable codes fall into this class (see [BrDf] and
Example 4.1). As a matter of fact, in Proposition 4.1, we will only consider the case C D P(A¡1)SC1
with P 2Zhai and S 2ZhAi since the other case (P 2ZhAi and S 2Zhai) can be described working
on C»-obviously C can be obtained by substitution with prefix or suffix codes if and only if C» can be
obtained in the same way.
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PROPOSITION 4.1 [Df89, Df93]. Let P; S be such that P 2Zhai and S 2ZhAi. C is a finite maximal
code containing an such that C D P(A¡ 1)S C 1 if and only if P; S are finite subsets of A⁄ satisfying
the following conditions for a nonnegative integer r and a Krasner factorization (I; J ) of Zn
† P D aI , S0 D a J , S D S0 C S1 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C Sr ,
† Sv D
P
w2Sv¡1 a
Mwbw, 1 • v • r
† aTw D aI (1C aMw (a ¡ 1)) ‚ 0
In order to prove Proposition 4.2 we need to make the following observation.
Remark 4.1. Let C be a code which belongs to the class of codes described in Proposition 4.1.
Looking at Proposition 3.1, we notice that if C or C» satisfies the hypothesis of the latter proposition,
then C can be obtained by substitution with codes which still belong to the same class of codes described
in Proposition 4.1.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let C be a code which belongs to the family of codes described in Proposition 4.1.
Therefore, C can be obtained by substitution of prefix and suffix codes.
Proof. Let C D P(A ¡ 1)S C 1 be a code which belongs to the family of codes described in
Proposition 4.1 and let an be in C . The proof is organized as follows: first, we handle the case in which
C or C» satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1; second, in the other case we show that we can write
S D S0 C S00z, with z 2C 0 D aI (A¡ 1)S0 C 1 ‚ 0, C 00 D aI (A¡ 1)S00 C 1 ‚ 0, jS0j < jSj, jS00j < jSj,
an induction over jSj ending the proof.
Let us prove the statement by induction over n. For n D 1 we have P D 1, thus C is a suffix code
and it is not necessary for us to prove anything. Suppose n > 1. We will now use induction over jSj.
For jSj D 1 we have S D 1, so C is a prefix code and, once again, the proof is complete. Now let us
suppose jSj > 1.
Looking to Proposition 4.1, we know that a Krasner factorization (I; J ) of Zn exists and a nonnegative
integer r also exists such that P D aI , S D a J C S1 C ¢ ¢ ¢ C Sr with Sv D
P
w2Sv¡1 a
Mwbw and
aTw D aI (1C aMw (a ¡ 1)) ‚ 0. The last relation allows us to apply Lemma 2.1: for all v 2 f1; : : : ; rg,
for all w 2 Sv¡1, we have Mw D M 0w [ M
00
w D M 0w [ (J C Hw) with aT
0
w D aI (1 C aM 0w (a ¡ 1)) ‚ 0,
T 0w µ f0; : : : ; n ¡ 1g, aHw (an ¡ 1) D aTw ¡ aT
0
w
.
Note that if we have Mw D M 0w, for all v 2 f1; : : : ; rg and for all w 2 Sv¡1, then i; j < n whenever
ai ya j 2C , with y 2 bA⁄b [ fbg. Indeed, for all z 2C with jzjb D v, we have
0< (C; z) D (aI (a ¡ 1)Sv C aI bSv¡1; z) D
X
w2Sv¡1
((aI (a ¡ 1)aMw C aI )bw; z) D
X
w2Sv¡1
(aTwbw; z):
Thus, z D ai ya j with y 2 bA⁄b [ fbg, jyjb D v, i 2 Tw and j 2 J . Then, if Mw D M 0w, for all w 2 Sv¡1
and for all v 2 f1; : : : ; rg, or if J is periodic, C or C» verifies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1. Using this
proposition, C can be obtained by substitution of factorizing codes C (h), which belong to the family of
codes described in Proposition 4.1 with ak 2C (h) and k< n (Remark 4.1), So, by induction hypothesis,
C (h) can be obtained by substitution starting with prefix and suffix codes and so too can C be obtained
by substitution starting with prefix and suffix codes.
Suppose now that v exists such thatw0 2 Sv¡1 and Mw0 6D M 0w0 , with vminimal with respect to this con-
dition. Let T 0w0 D ft1; : : : ; tqg, Tw0 D ft1C ‚1n; : : : ; tq C‚qng, with ‚q 6D 0. Thus, tq C (‚q ¡1)n 2 Hw0 .
Let z D atqC(‚q¡1)nbw0 and let S0 be the set of the words in S which do not belong to a J z and which
do not end with ba j z, j 2 J (in particular, words in S0; S1; : : : ; Sv¡1, are also in S0). Thus, we can write
S D S0 C S00z and, consequently, C ¡ 1 D aI (A ¡ 1)S0 C aI (A ¡ 1)S00z.
We now prove that C 0 D 1 C aI (A ¡ 1)S0 ‚ 0, C 00 D 1 C aI (A ¡ 1)S00 ‚ 0, z 2C 0: since
S00 D S0 µ S0 6D 0, S000 D S0 µ S00 6D 0 then jS0j< jSj, jS00j< jSj and the conclusion holds.
Let us denote S0 D a J C S01C ¢ ¢ ¢ S0r . Since S0g µ Sg , for 1 • g • r , we have S0g µ
P
w 2 Sg¡1 a
Mwbw.
Furthermore, since S0g¡1, S0g are both sets of words which do not belong to a J z and which do not end with
ba j z, j 2 J , we have S0g D Sg , for 1 • g • v ¡ 1; S0v D
P
w 2 Sv¡1nw0 a
Mwbw C aMw0 n(JCtqC(‚q¡1)n)bw0;
S0g D
P
w 2 S0g¡1 a
Mwbw, for v C 1 • g • r . Thus, Mw0 n(J C tq C (‚q ¡ 1)n) being such that aI (1 C
aMw0 n(JCtqC(‚q¡1)n)(a¡ 1)) ‚ 0, aI , S0 satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1 and so C 0 D 1CaI (A¡
1)S0 ‚ 0.
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Analogously, let us denote S00zD a J zC S001 zC ¢ ¢ ¢ C S00r¡vz. Using the same argument as above, it is
clear that S000 D a J and S00g , for 1• g• r ¡ v, satisfies the following relation S00g DP
w2SgCv¡1; wDw1z;w12a J[A⁄ba J a
Mwbw1 D
P
w12S00g¡1; a
Mw1 bw1, where Mw1 DMw. Thus, once again, C 00 D
1C aI (A ¡ 1)S00 ‚ 0.
Finally, let us prove that z 2C 0. Let us denote T 00w0 D ft1 C ‚1n; : : : ; tq¡1 C ‚q¡1n; tq C (‚q ¡ 1)ng,
aH
0
w0 (an¡1) D aT 00w0 ¡aT 0w0 , Lw0 D M 0w0 [ (J CH 0w0 ) D Mw0 n(J C tq C (‚q ¡1)n). Thus, the set of words
in C 0 having v b’s can be defined by the following equation: aI bSv¡1C
P
w2Sv¡1nw0 a
I (a¡ 1)aMwbwC
aI (a ¡ 1)aLw0 bw0 DPw2Sv¡1nw0 aTwbw C aT 00w0 bw0. So z D atqC(‚q¡1)nbw0 2C 0.
Once again, the proof of Proposition 4.2, given C , suggests a procedure for finding the codes which
intervene in the successive applications of substitutions until prefix or suffix codes are reached. Let us
illustrate this procedure through an example.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the synchronous indecomposable 3-code C D 1 C af0;2g(A ¡ 1)(af0;1g C
af2;3gb C af0;3;4gba2b) [BrDf]. We see that we have the second case considered in the proof of
Proposition 4.2. Using the same notations as in this proof, we have C ¡ 1 D (C 0 ¡ 1)C (C 00 ¡ 1)z D
(af0;2g(A ¡ 1)af0;1g)C (af0;2g(A ¡ 1)(af0;1g C af0;3;4gb))a2b. Evidently a2b2C 0 and C 0, C 00 still be-
long to the same class of codes described in Proposition 4.1 but with a smaller cardinality than C .
However, C 0 D 1C af0;2g(A ¡ 1)af0;1g decomposes over the suffix code G D (A ¡ 1)af0;1g C 1 D
fb; ba; a2g and can be obtained by substitution of G (Proposition 2.1). For C 00 a second application
of Proposition 4.2 yields C 00 ¡ 1 D (D ¡ 1)C (D0 ¡ 1)y D (D ¡ 1)C (C 0 ¡ 1)y D (af0;2g(A ¡
1)(af0;1g C b))C (af0;2g(A ¡ 1)af0;1g)a3b. We see that a3b2 D. Furthermore, D decomposes over the
prefix code A2 D (A¡ 1)(af0;1g C b)C 1 and, using Proposition 2.1, D can be obtained by substitution
of A2.
In another example, consider the code C D af0;1g(A ¡ 1)(af0;2;4g C ba2C af0;1gb)C 1. Observe that
a6 2C and J D f0; 2; 4g D f0gC f0; 2; 4g is periodic with period k D 2. In addition, we have j < n for
all zba j 2C . Then, using Proposition 3.1 applied to C», we write the characteristic polynomial of C as
the sum of three polynomials: C D 1C af0;1g(A¡1)(1C af0;1gb)C [af0;1g(A¡1)(1C b)]a2C [af0;1g(A¡
1)]a4 D 1C [C (0) ¡ 1]a0C [C (1) ¡ 1]a2C [C (4) ¡ 1]a4.
Clearly C (0);C (1), and C (4) still belong to the same class of codes described in Proposition 4.1 but
with a smaller power of a inside them. Thus, the conclusion follows by induction over n. Indeed, C (4) is a
prefix code, C (1) and C (0) decompose over C (4). Moreover, C (1) and C (0) can be obtained by substitution
of C (4) (Proposition 2.1). Finally, C can be obtained by substitution with C (0);C (1);C (4).
Remark 4.2. Suppose A D fa; b1; : : : ; bmg with m ‚ 2. We observe that in order to extend
Proposition 4.1 to this more general case, we need a preliminary description of the codes in this family
as in Proposition 4.1. Given P 2Zhai and S 2ZhAi such that C D P(A¡1)SC 1 with C maximal code,
we can show that P; S 2 NhAi with the same arguments as in the case m D 1. Let us briefly outline
them. The set C‚ of the words in C with maximal number ‚ of letters in Ana is characterized by the equa-
tion C‚ D
Pm
lD1 P(a)bl S‚¡1, where P(a) D P . Thus, since C‚ is a polynomial with coefficients 0; 1,
P(a) D P D aI and S‚¡1 are polynomials with coefficients 0; 1 (otherwise this is true when we consider
(¡P;¡S)). Furthermore, the set C‚¡1 of the words in C with‚¡1 letters in Ana is defined by the equation
C‚¡1 D
mX
lD1
aI bl S‚¡2C aI (a ¡ 1)S‚¡1
D
mX
lD1
aI bl S0‚¡2 ¡
mX
lD1
aI bl S00‚¡2C aI (a ¡ 1)S‚¡1
D
mX
lD1
aI bl S0‚¡2 ¡
mX
lD1
aI bl S00‚¡2C
mX
lD1
X
g2G‚¡2
aI (a ¡ 1)aMg;l bl g;
where we set S‚¡1 D
Pm
lD1
P
g2G‚¡2 a
Mg;l bl g and S‚¡2 D S0‚¡2 ¡ S00‚¡2, with S0‚¡2; S00‚¡2 2 NhAi and
supp(S0‚¡2) \ supp(S00‚¡2) D ;. By considering min Mg;l , for l 2 f1; : : : ;mg and g 2G‚¡2, we get
G‚¡2 µ supp(S0‚¡2), so S00‚¡2 D 0 and S‚¡2 D S0‚¡2 2 NhAi. Thus, clearly aI (A¡ 1)(S¡ S‚¡1)C 1 is a
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maximal code which still belongs to the same class of C and, by induction over‚, we have S 2 NhAi. The
result of this argument also produces a description of the structure of these polynomials S: S DPrvD0 Sv ,
where Sv D
Pm
lD1
P
w2Sv¡1 a
Mw;l blw, aTw;l D aI (1 C aMw;l (a ¡ 1)) ‚ 0.
Pm
lD1
P
w2Sv¡1 a
Tw;l blw is the
set of words in C with v occurrences of the letters in Ana. We can see that the proof of Proposition 4.2
still works in the case jAj > 2.
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